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conneoted with Shannon's entropy, the inaocuracy, the directed divergence, the'entropy of degree |J ete. The equation (1) is a generalization of the equation considered in [1], Here we obtain the measurable solutions of (1) holding for some arbitrary fixed pair n 2,
2* Notations and auxiliary results
Let I = [0,1], 1° = ] 0,1 [, IR, reals, ^={p=(p 1 ,...,p n )|p i >0, ^S PI -1}, J -IxI°u{(0,0),(1,1)}, S a (x,y) = x a log y + Ol + (1-x) log(l-y), S^ix.x) • S^Cx). We follow the convention« O'log 0=0= 0 Y (r 4 0) and whenever = 0, the corresponding x^ = 0 too. We need the following results in the sequel. Result 1.
[2]. Let P i j I * I (or J) -]R (i=1,2,. .. ,k,k (fixed) ^3) and any one of the P.'s be measurable in each Fix (x,u) 6 J. Defining that by result 1, we obtain
Case 1. Let us first treat the case ot «= 1. Now (3.7) becomes, f^io.uv)
(since the left side is independent of x) = B(u)v + (v » 0 shows (u) is a constant). Putting x • 0 in (3.9) and using (3.8), we have
whioh for fixed y is a Fexider equation, so that Similarly (setting x » 1 in (3.9) and using (3.10) and (3.11) we have (3.13) f^U.u) -Aulog u + b'x P log a + d^u + o"x^ +
Substitution of (3-.12) and (3.13) into (3.9) gives -y^(h^(x,u)+h2( 1 -x, 1-u) -c"xP -o'tl-x)* 3 .
Sinoe the left side is independent of u, so is the right side and an application of result 2 yields (3.15) h^x.u) + h2d-x,1-u) = axP + b(l-x) P + a, (3.16) nj(x) -a'xP + djX + d^.
Indeed, in the case «= 1, p / 1 (ot »i (3 J, f^ given by (3.13) and (3.16) fand g^ given by (3.12) and (3.16) and h^+hg given by (3.15) satisfy (3.1)» provided they are of the form Thus, in the case ot * 1 »ft, f^ ((3.13) and (3.18)), f2;J and g^ ((3.12) and (3.18)) and h.,+h2 ((3.17)) satisfy (3.1) provided they are of the form (3.2).
Case 2. Now we deal with the case c( 4 1. Prom (3.7), specializing in x (keeping u,v fixed), we obtain g^lO,v) = = d.v + Cj and then v = 0 gives ¿^(xiu) * f1;j(0,0) + f2^(0,0) -
(which is independent of x, since the left side is). Then applying result 1 (a = 1 = ft case in result 1), we have f1d(0,u) -a^u + o,Jf f2;)(0,u) -bjU + o2J, (3.19) i B(x,u) » -d^x^+d-x)^) + a^u + b^U-a), and that
A(x,u) .
Now (3*6) oan be rewritten as
• y^h^x.yj+h^l-x.l-ujj-y [Vju+b.jd-u) + 2 i0 13 +0 2j ) ]* Letting i = 0 in (3*20) and using (3.19)» we get
which is a Pexider equation (for fixed y). As in case 1, it oan be shown that This completes the proof of the theorem. 
